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Royal Kludge RK61 RGB Mechanical Keyboard, Red Switch (Black)
Discover a new level of comfort and increase your productivity at work! The Royal Kludge RK61 keyboard is equipped with 61 keys with
red switches, ensuring precise and highly responsive keystrokes. It offers 3 ways to connect to your device – via USB-C cable, Bluetooth,
or  2.4 GHz wireless connection.  Its  multi-layer construction reduces noise,  allowing you to work quietly  without disturbing others.  It  is
compatible with various operating systems such as Windows, iOS, Android, and Linux, meaning you can use it with multiple devices.
 
Exceptional Precision
The keyboard is equipped with Kailh red switches, known for their incredibly smooth and precise keystrokes. It's the perfect choice for
those who value typing comfort and quick response time. The RK61 model also allows for easy switch replacement without the need to
disassemble the keyboard. Now you can experiment with different switch types and personalize it to your liking.
 
Wired or Wireless
Connect the keyboard to your chosen device in 3 different ways. You can opt for a traditional wired connection using the included USB-C
cable.  Prefer  freedom?  Use  the  wireless  connection!  The  RK61  model  supports  both  Bluetooth  and  2.4  GHz  wireless  connectivity.
Furthermore, with Bluetooth technology, you can pair the keyboard with up to 3 devices simultaneously.
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Ready for Long Hours of Work
If you're looking for a keyboard that won't let you down during long hours of work or intense gaming sessions, this keyboard is perfect for
you. It comes with an efficient 1450mAh battery, allowing the keyboard to work for up to 120 hours on a single charge. Moreover, thanks
to the USB-C interface, the charging process is quick and convenient.
 
Gaming Character
The Royal Kludge RK61 keyboard will fit perfectly into your gaming setup! It features colorful RGB backlighting with 14 different lighting
modes.  This  allows  you  to  customize  it  according  to  your  preferences,  creating  unique  lighting  effects  while  working  or  gaming.  Its
compact design means it will fit on any desk, leaving you more space for your projects.
 
Customized for You
The dedicated Royal Kludge software opens up unlimited customization possibilities for you. With it, you can personalize each key to your
individual needs, assigning functions, macros, or keyboard shortcuts. The software also allows full control over the RGB lighting, allowing
you to create unique lighting effects and adjust them to your mood.
 
Included in the Package
Keyboard
USB-C to USB-A cable
Adapter
Switch puller
4 replacement switches
User manual
	Manufacturer
	Royal Kludge
	Model
	RK61
	Color
	Black
	Number of Keys
	61
	Connection
	Wired / Wireless (2.4G, Bluetooth)
	Switch Type
	Red Switch
	Backlight
	Yes, RGB
	Battery Capacity
	1450mAh
	Battery Life
	Up to 120 hours
	Charging Interface
	USB-C
	Compatibility
	Windows / iOS / Android / Linux

Preço:

€ 53.00
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Jogos, Keyboards
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